
Thank you for investing in your space with functional art glass lighting from
Illuminata Art Glass Design!  We all want your commissioned art glass installations

to sparkle forever!      
Here are some helpful tips & Lamp Recommendations:

 Illuminata Art Glass Design utilizes eco-efficient halogen incandescent clear lamps. 
Halogen allows the blown glass to reflect and refract light most optimally with best

dimming capability to set every mood and create glass color and shadow. 

Eco Halogen or Incandescent 60-75 Watt per globe  Clear Glass Lamp 
(my most recommended 60w/43w  or  75w/52w )

LED Lamps that have these criteria:  90+ CRI, with 2700-3000K, 
with over 700 lumens, with clear globes. 
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Illuminata Art Glass Design delivers 100% functioning and tested works to all clients,
and insures the works completely until delivery and/or installation.  Once Illuminata
Art Glass Design glass orders, projects, or commissions arrive at client destination,

they become an insured item under the client policy.  
Misuse of the glass and or it’s components, or use of incorrect lighting elements or

lamps may result in damage to the glass and is not the responsibility of
 Illuminata Art Glass Design LLC. 

Incandescent lamps are very challenging to find as they went off market in August of 2022. 
I am doing my best to bring my clients lighting education and available products 

as the world is changing at a fast pace.  

Art glass is hand blown and is kiln annealed that removes much of the stress during the blowing process going
from molten glass at 2100F to cool room temperature.  Art glass does not like sudden shock temperature

changes, and therefore it is recommended to use the lighting sources that are provided with your purchase. 
Failing to use the recommended lighting sources may result in damage to the glass or electrical connection

safety.    Each project is custom built with optimal lighting solutions and often there are  unique electrical specs
provided from the builder/ client about the specific location.  The lamps provided are in coordination with the

electrical capacity of the location and the fixture itself.    
Please consult an electrician if you still may have any questions.  All projects created by Illuminata Art Glass

Lighting utilize UL Certified Components  & are UL tested for utmost safety and longevity of the works. 
  Dimmers for glass lighting are highly recommended.  LED systems may require specific dimmers.  Buildings

made for low-wattage capacity may not be able to accommodate incandescent lighting.  
Please consult the builder to clarify circuit capacity.  

All Illuminata lighting products and fixtures require a certified electrician for installation.  
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